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crack winpcQ: static
of NSButton In my
application, I want to
use a static
NSButton in a timedependent way. The
goal is to have a
NSButton that is
initially visible but
then do nothing after
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clicking on it. Here is
my implementation,
where the button
state changed state
only after clicking on
it: - (IBAction)
initialize:(id) sender
{ // button
initialisation...
[button
setState:NSOnState];
//... for (;;) { if
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(button.state ==
NSOffState) {
[self.button
setState:NSOnState];
} if ([NSDate timeInt
ervalSinceReference
Date] >= 0.5f) {
break; } } } Is there
a more efficient way
to do this? Should I
be using a NSTimer
to change the state
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(i.e. disable) the
button? A: Let's say
your NSButton is
called button. In
your.h file, add a
property: @property
(nonatomic, assign)
BOOL isOn; And, in
the -init of your
NSViewController,
initialize it:
button.isOn = NO; 6 / 10

(IBAction)
initialize:(id) sender
{ [button
setState:NSOnState];
button.isOn = YES; }
This code will toggle
the NSButton's state
every 0.5 seconds. If
you don't want the
state to be ever
defaulted, you can
also set the -disabled
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of the button:
[button
setDisabled:YES]; A
Class to Create MVP
Pics In the last post
of this series, I talked
about how you
should get started
with making an app.
Today, I’ll be talking
about how you can
get started making
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an app in a way that
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